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Little Entente, deplored that relations with Lithuania were still
not normal, and stated that Poland had lodged a protest with the
Ambassadors' Conference against the "violation of Memel."
After a long debate on the Governmental declaration the Seym
passed a vote of confidence on the Sikorski administration by 320
votes to no; this majority appeared conclusive of the solidity of
the Government, but disintegration set in before many weeks
elapsed, the second Seym manifesting the same political instability
as the first.
MEMEL QUESTION
After remaining in the background for more than three years
the question of Memel thrust itself to the front by the occupation
of the port and the surrounding district by a force of Lithuanian
partisans on January 10-15, 3C923- By Article 99 of the Versailles
Treaty Germany renounced Memel in favour of the Allies, and
an Inter-Allied Commission, presided over by a French repre-
sentative, was in provisional charge of the town and district. The
Allies had been in no hurry to settle the question, probably
because of the preponderantly German nationality of the terri-
tory; Lithuania laid claim to it, however, on nationalist, and even
more on economic grounds, Memel being her only possible outlet
to the sea; Poland opposed Lithuania's claim, because the port,
if the natural maritime outlet for Lithuania, was also the natural
outlet for the Polish territory lying in the basin of the Niemen,
On January 19 a meeting held at Heydekrug in Memel territory
declared for the union of Memelland, as an autonomous region,
with Lithuania, the Seym of which, four days afterwards, author-
ized the Lithuanian Government to effect this union, a proceeding
which caused a great commotion in Poland and brought the
Ambassadors' Conference into action, a Commission of Inquiry
being dispatched to Memel. On February 16, 1923, the Ambas-
sadors' Conference decided to constitute an autonomous district
, pf Memel under the sovereignty of Lithuania, on condition that
the economic interests of Poland were safeguarded in the Statute
governing the case.
Another phase of the Polish-Lithuanian controversy was

